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Chapter 1: the loss of my life 

Ten years ago was when it all began, ten years since my life turned black, 
ten years since I lost everything. 
“scarlet, scarlet wake up they are coming” whispered Ma “what is going 
on” I questioned. “no time to explain, I will tell you later, trust me.” 
 
Now my heart was beating with fear as a sick feeling grew inside me as if 
a thousand butterflies had been set free inside my stomach. 



Chapter 2: the journey 

Stepping into the cart, I feel scared like the whole world is closing in on me. 
Looking out the window which is just a cut out hole from are oak , wood cart I 
could see delicate silhouettes of palm trees which must of meant we were near 
the beach. Drawing my eyes to the horizon the faded pink and purple sky 
filled with the bright moon. 



Chapter 3: boom 

Then we came to a sudden halt at the small dark beach …we were not the 
only ones. In front of us there were about twenty men standing in a 
orderly fasion, “Run” screamed Ma. “To the woods then get as far away as 
possible,” I heard da whisper to Charles. Immediately I ran deep into the 
forest but charlse had not come suddenly I heard a boom, which made 
birds fly from the trees, infact many booms or bangs they were gone I 
was alone, with the only thing I could trust the  stars.    



Chapter 4: lonliness 

As I catch my breath, I hear wolf howling they were near very near so 
near that I could see there shadows in the moonlight were could I go I 
was not sure so I started to run towards the beach as I reached the 
edge of the forest I peered out they were gone so was my family. The 
wolfs were gaing on me suddenly I tripped over a rock they were 
looking down on me now so I closed my eyes ready to die. “Hello” 
growled a wolf “you can talk?” I said in a confused expression “yes not 
to normal humans but you are special and you must go to the mist.” 
said the youngest who seemed to be quite a clever clogs. “Why and 
what is the mist.    



Chapter 5 :happily 
ever after 

“Where is my family?” I questioned “ I will tell you later trust me.” said 
the she-wolf. “Ma is that you.” “Yes darling now lets get to the mist that is 
the only place we can be happy.”   



Scarlets journey 

Join scarlet on her journey to survive one day that could ruin her life or save her family! 


